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New Value for Better Life
New value is a delight.

New values that Dongwon creates make a better life altogether.
We will be a company that the society needs.

A company needed by society that creates new values,
New value creator Dongwon Group

Passion,
Challenge,
and Creativity
We are building new values with passion and challenge!
We at Dongwon cherish our spirit with the passion that continuously searches for uncharted territory, the challenging spirit that weighs anchor
before raging waters, and the creation in pursuit of change and innovation.
Dongwon has been in businesses for 45 years with the belief that new ideas can make a new future and that Korea is not the end of the
peninsula but the bridgehead towards the ocean!
Dongwon will grow into a company that creates new values with customers through innovations and by thinking outside-of-the-box that the
society needs.

: Chairman’s Message
Dongwon creating new values within the lives of the customers
will continuously pursue to be the company that society needs.

Dongwon continuously pursues new values for lifestyle and culture based on passion,
challenging spirit, and creativity.

We believe that our customers deserve more than great products and services.

A respected company should create products and services beyond the expectations of

customers to provide new values and lead advanced lifestyles and cultures.

For this, Dongwon has been making efforts to create new values that add happiness to

the lives of customers based on the philosophy of respecting people since 1969.

Watch us while we take a leap into the world’s best company while leading lifestyle and

culture in a more abundant 21st century.

I would like to express my gratitude to all who supported Dongwon with trust and love.
Chairman

Principle of Enterprise

Realization of social justice through honest corporate
activities

Management Philosophy

Management that brings happiness to customers
Management that respects people
Management that creates new values

Code of Conduct

Live up to the fundamental principles
Give significance to even the smallest matters
Challenge new things boldly

VISION

A company needed by society that creates new values

New Experience Creator

Building a new paradigm for life and culture of the 21st century
In 1969, Dongwon thought that Korea’s future path would be found in the sea.
Innovation calls for changes. Dongwon took that call and stepped into the sea.
Using trust as a strong anchor, Dongwon reclaimed sea farms against the rough waves,
and shone light into the gloomy national economy and showed signs of new possibilities.
After pioneering the path for the domestic fishery industry based on passion and a challenging spirit,
Dongwon entered primary, secondary and tertiary industries such as food, lifestyle service, and finance.
In 2003, Dongwon set its financial group (currently, Korea Investment Holdings Company) on its feet and
has been making progress as a global company engaged in the life industry.
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A holding company
leading the businesses of
Dongwon Group

Maritime
Logistics

Food Processing
and Distribution

Lifestyle
Services

Global
Subsidiaries

Human Resources
Development
and Social Contribution

Dongwon pulled up its anchor
for the first time in 1969 and has
been making efforts to secure
fishery resources out at the sea
around the world with the world’s
largest fleet. Dongwon provides
advanced logistics services
through platforms connecting
everywhere around the world.

With the sense of duty to
contribute to national health,
Dongwon is providing healthy
values in various areas from
food production to food
materials distribution,
food service, restaurant, and
feed businesses.

Dongwon is providing services
in various areas closely related
with life such as new materials
for advanced industries and
construction.

Dongwon is serving customers
worldwide through the global
subsidiaries including America’s
largest tuna can brand, StarKist,
Vietnam’s largest packing
materials manufacturer, and
canned seafood manufacturer in
Senegal in Africa.

Dongwon fosters talented
people for the future through
educational institutes with
providing Korea’s best
facilities and a scholarship
foundation.

CS

New Experience Creator

World’s Top Fisheries Distribution Company

Dongwon Industries was established in April 1969 to pioneer the sea, a repository of food resources. Since its establishment,
it has been leading the fishery industry of the Republic of Korea while traversing the five seas, freshening the dietary life of people
with a variety of marine products and processed foods. Dongwon Industries is bringing the taste of the fresh sea to your table.

Pioneer of the Advanced Logistics System of the Republic of Korea - LOEX
LOEX, the logistics division of Dongwon Industries, is Korea’s first 3PL company, and it has a national logistics network and the
Cold Chain System, as well as a transportation and delivery system that can cover the whole nation within 24 hours.
LOEX also provides Door-to-Door One-Stop Total Logistics Service through the transportation network connecting the entire
nation and 72 global partners, providing logistics services for customers’ needs.

Business Areas

3PL business / transportation business / wholesale logistics business / international logistics business / cold storage business /
logistics consulting / ASP business / corporate home delivery service

Sustainable Management
The world’s best fisheries distribution company with the world’s largest fleet –Dongwon Industries
No sun sets in the seas where Dongwon is. From the Pacific Ocean to the Indian Ocean and the Antarctic Ocean, the world’s
largest fleet of Dongwon is pioneering the sea farms. We freeze the tuna right after we catch in the seas of the world and bring
its freshness to your table. By exporting high quality tuna to Japan, USA, and Europe, we are building up globally-recognized
fame of Korean fisheries.
We acquired the international food sanitation control standard, HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point) certificate.

The production factories of Dongwon Industries acquired the international standard for the intensive control of hazardous
substances for food, HACCP, to build unparalleled trust along with the pride and confidence as a professional fishery
company in terms of food sanitation.
What is Dolphin-Safe?

It is a label placed on canned tuna products of Dongwon guaranteeing that only tunas were caught when dolphins were not
around to process the product. This system was established by the US federal law in the early 1990s, and the fishing vessels
of Dongwon participate in the international environment production activities such as preventing unintended harm to dolphins
and whales when catching tuna.

Donwon Industries have been engaged in various activities for sustainable management.
As a global fisheries company, Dongwon Industries has established and implemented the guidelines for the protection of
the marine environment for sustainable fisheries. Our top priority is the safety of the crew, and we have been fully
engaged in safety training. As a result of such exemplary activities, Dongwon Industries has been selected as the
"Keystone Actor", one of the 12 most influential enterprises in the world's fishing industry, and is leading sustainable
management of the global fishing industry. In addition, we have been involved in various social contribution activities,
ethical management, compliance management, and environmental management.
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Global Logistical Leader Creating Customer Values

Since beginning operations with the passenger transportation business in 1971, Dongbu Express has been a comprehensive
logistics company covering all areas of logistics from cargo transportation, loading and unloading, storage, international
logistics, overseas logistics, and logistics consulting for 45 years. We secured major ports around the country from Busan to
Incheon, Ulsan, Dangjin, and Donghae, as well as regional railway and shipping bases, and also a global logistics network in
a number of countries overseas.
Dongbu Express is a leading logistics company that creates customer value by quickly responding to the rapidly changing
global logistics market

Transportation Business
We provide fast and safe transportation service by connecting logistical bases in major regions inside the country.
We operate transportation services with 1,200 vehicles and the railway network through 12 logistical bases nationwide and
provide real-time tracking services to customers. We possess infrastructure that can satisfy the various needs of customers
from container transportation to bulk cargo, liquid cargo, dangerous goods, and refrigerated food.

Cargo Handling Business
We secured infrastructure in major ports around the nation from Busan, Incheon, Ulsan, Dangjin, Pyeongtaek, and Donghae
and we handle various types of cargos from containers to bulk, and even heavy cargos.

Storage Business
We offer excellent storage service through 21 storage facilities in nine bases nationwide for the storage of ordinary cargo,
refrigerated cargo and frozen cargo in ports and inland areas.

Forwarding and Overseas Business
We provide excellent forwarding services in cooperation with 129 overseas partners including India, Vietnam, China, and the
United States through eight overseas bases in four countries

CS

Northeast Asian Logistics Center for Catching, Processing, and
Distribution of Marine Products
Dongwon CS is a cold storage company that transports 80,000 tons of
frozen marine products to major ports around the world. As the center
of the Northeast Asian forward logistics base connected to Korea as
well as Japan, China, and Russia, it takes the lead in supplying fresh
marine products, stabilizing price, and improving the distribution
structure. 70% of the goods stored are import cargoes exported from
the USA and Russia to Japan and the EU, and this shows that
Dongwon CS has won trust from customers worldwide. Dongwon CS
will become the center of the Northeast Asian logistics network in the
21st century, leading the acquisition of foreign currencies and the
expansion of exports.
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醫食同源, Good Food is the Best Medicine

Newer and Fresher Brands of Dongwon F&B!

Basis for healthy
dietary life

Traditional taste and beauty
reinterpreted in a modern sense

Softer taste achieved by
using shoulder meat
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Dongwon F&B is a food company established as a spin-off of the food sector of Dongwon Industries in November 2000.
‘F&B’ represents the challenging spirit in which the company aims to become the ‘First’ and ‘Best’ food culture company that
contributes to customers’ health.
Dongwon F&B reflects the corporate philosophy – good food is the best medicine – in various food products.
Dongwon F&B is filling your table with healthier foods and your life, with culinary delights. Furthermore, it is making its name,
Dongwon F&B, the synonym for the ‘Food You Can Trust’ by keeping freshness and quality through the safety management
system and the Dongwon F&B Food Science Research Institute.
Dongwon F&B is strengthening the competitiveness of existing businesses and expanding business areas in order to become a
global food company. It is also tapping into overseas markets rather actively and is pursuing to be the first and the best.
Dongwon F&B will continue to make all-out efforts to contribute to national health as a general food company representing the
healthy food culture.

The world’s top class
dairy products

Milk containing
happiness of nature

Tasty and hearty
Dumplings

The rice tha steamed under
extra-high pressure

GNC for Health
of the World

Cheonjiin Red Ginseng, properly
prepared by Dongwon

Simple snack made of farm
products, Dongwon natural
bite-size snack series

Real pasta sauce
with fresh ingredients

Prepared with carefully selected
green tea leaves from Bosung

New Experience Creator

For the health of the people,
we write the new history for culinary culture

HMR Division

Dongwon Industries is operating ‘The Banchan’, an exclusive HMR brand
representing the sincerity of home meals, and ‘Charim’, a healthy simple meal
brand focusing on the nutritional balance for modern people. The ‘DSCK
Center’, a large-scale modern HMR plant newly opened in downtown Seoul, is
preparing healthy and simple home meal HMR every day.

Dining Division

We are laying the foundation to become a professional dining business by launching ‘Sandpresso’, which offers handmade
sandwiches and fresh coffee, and ‘Lounge D’ and ‘Lounge O’, which are dining shops that offer fusion Italian dishes at
reasonable prices through self-service.
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Food Distribution Sector

Dongwon Home Food secures high quality food materials at reasonable prices through direct dealing at the producing center and
promptly and precisely supplying them to over 7,000 restaurants and business locations including mom and pop restaurants, large
franchise restaurants, and caterers. The Sihwa Distribution Center was constructed for this operation and it has the latest refrigeration
and freezing system that boasts the largest scale in Korea. It can operate 150 vehicles a day and handle a great variety of over
15,000 different products along with the transportation system that can cope with customer requests at any time.

Add elegant scents to life with refined wine

Food Service Sector

With a ‘motherly love who only wish to give good things to her children’, we promptly cook safe food materials to build reliability and
trust for the catering culture. Currently, we are providing 200,000 servings to 240 or more places including public offices, companies,
and hospitals on a daily basis.

Seasoned Food Sector (Samjo Celltech)

Samjo Celltech is a seasoned food sector of Dongwon Home Food specialized in producing and supplying ingredients such as
sauces, dressings, seasonings, premixes, and spices to food companies. Food researchers provide customers with the total solution
from planning, production to delivery using over 3,000 ingredients and over 30,000 recipes to deliver customized products. With the
professional mind for creating a new food culture and excellent technological knowhow, Samjo Celltech is leading the future food
culture of Korea.

Livestock Product Distribution

We acquired ‘Keumcheon Meat’, a company specializing in online livestock product distribution, in 2015
and have been providing various livestock products including Korean beef, beef cattle, Korean pork,
imported meat, processed products, and cutting meat with the best quality. In particular, we developed
the ‘CCS Delivery System’ for next-day delivery using the nationwide transportation network. We are
providing livestock products to approximately 50,000 companies with the best delivery service.

Dongwon Wine Plus is a professional importer and distributor of the world’s top wine brands.
Wine Plus is adding a refined taste to the life of customers with great wines such as Laurent Perrier, known as a masterpiece of
champagne, Montgras of Chile, which is continuously enjoying immense popularity based on its excellent quality that is as
brilliant as the brightly shining sun, Felsina, which is living proof of the tradition of Toscana Chianti of Italy, Michel Lynch, a
special grade wine of Bordeaux, France produced by the renowned wine maker, Ch. Lynch Bages, and Monasterio of Spain,
which is the “Value for Money” wine approved by Robert Parker. Dongwon Wine Plus will elevate the quality of life along with the
continuous expansion of the wine market base.

New Experience Creator

Global packing material maker reaching out to the world

Dongwon Systems has made efforts to think in the position of the customer, making challenges for the better, and led the
innovation of packing materials in Korea.

Packing Material

Our flexible packing factories (in Jincheon, Cheonan, and Asan) with the latest production facilities and perfect inspection
system are supplying approximately 3,000 flexible packing materials to domestic and foreign customers. We acquired various
certificates applied to packing materials such as ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO22000, KOSHA18001, and FDA/IMS, and the
professional researchers at the Packing Research Institute are developing and supplying a variety of innovative packing
materials to major companies including Nestle and MARS.

Can Manufacture

Dongwon Systems started out in 1977 and has developed and concentrated on the competence of the organization based on
the challenging spirit unafraid of changes and the sincere heart that cares about customers in order to provide the best products
that are highly functional and convenient.
Through bold investments in R&D, development of new and differentiated items, promotion of full-scale overseas operations, and
environment-friendly efforts, Dongwon Systems developed global competitiveness for comprehensive packing materials from
raw materials to finished products.
As a long-standing partner of domestic companies and leading global companies, Dongwon Systems is contributing to the
growth of our customers with the expertise for all packing materials including flexible packing, bottle, can, industrial film, and
aluminium foil, and is becoming a global packing material maker for international customers who prefer Dongwon Systems in the
USA, South and Central Americas, the Middle East, and Asia.

We are leading the two-piece can industry with a strict on-site management system equipped with the latest high-speed press
facilities.
We introduced the distortion printing method for food cans for the first time in Korea and also developed the DRD can to
introduce splendid printed images to cans, helping food companies to secure quality. We also localized EOE, which
depended entirely on imports until then, to reduce cost and increase competitiveness for meeting deadlines, and we are
continuously receiving favourable feedbacks from the domestic and overseas markets.

Aluminium

The aluminium sector has been achieving customer satisfaction by providing the best products and services with the latest
facilities and the knowhow accumulated for over 40 years. We are providing the total material solution in various industrial
fields such as aluminium for flexible packing materials, FIN materials for heat exchanger used in air conditioners and
automobiles, secondary batteries and electric and electronic devices, aluminium for industrial and construction use, and
aluminium for wire and optical cables.

Resin

We manufacture films for sanitary articles, food packing and for industrial use.

Printing

We are making great efforts to continuously improve quality through technologies and knowhow accumulated for over 40 years.
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Total packing material manufacturer with excellent technological strength and
quality competitiveness

Making the future for humanity more valuable with human technology

Dongwon Industry Icheon Cold Storage
Dongwon BENEST promises fulfillment, satisfaction and
happiness for maintaining customers’ satisfaction.

Glass Bottle

Korea Polytechnic University
Operation Center

We are the leading company in the industry supplying 40% of glass bottles consumed in Korea. By securing the largest production
scale and the best technology and quality covering various sizes and colours, we are contributing to the growth of our loyal customers
that include leading global companies and large corporations of Korea.

Can, Bottle Can

We led the changes in and the expansion of the can market through the development of innovative technologies and bold investments
such as the production of the two-piece aluminium can for the first time in Korea and the introduction of the bottle can facilities. We are
handling 25% of domestic can demands, satisfying global companies (AB InBev, Coca-Cola, etc.) and large corporations of Korea.

PET Bottle

We are leading the domestic packing industry through a number of achievements such as introducing the PET bottle to Coca Cola Korea
for the first time in Korea and releasing the one-piece bottle for carbonated beverages.
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Hotel in U-dong,
Haeundae-gu

Dongwon Benest in Hongeun-dong

Sangwoldae Apartment Complex
(UN Village) in Hannam-dong

Construction Sector

We are constructing a variety of buildings including apartment complexes, hotels, offices, schools, hospitals, and cold storage in
key areas around the country based on the ‘Customer First’ principle in order to embody the human technology which advocates
the balanced coexistence of man and space with the primary goal of realizing sustainable management.
Furthermore, we are actively participating in the construction of social overhead capital facilities such as highways, ports,
railroads, and bridges to contribute to the development of national infrastructure.

PM Sector

We are enhancing real estate values through environment/energy, and remodelling businesses based on the PM Service which
enhances the value and usefulness of assets with creative facilities management service and the FM Service which focuses on
technology and knowhow.

The foundation for the development
of the breeding farms

Dongwon Farms is a general formula feed maker and distributor
supplying quality feed to livestock farmers and is winning an absolute
trust from livestock farmers with nutritional plans optimized to the
characteristics of the stock, with the feeding program adjusted to the
breeding environment, and high quality feed. Dongwon Farms will
take the lead in developing feeds while placing the highest priority to
the profit of the breeding farmers through continuous research.

We provide professional business competiveness
Dongwon CNS only recommends professional manpower with proven
excellent job performance in their respective fields. Particularly in the food industry, Dongwon CNS is
supporting the marketing activities that intensify the client’s core competencies based on years of knowhow.
Dongwon CNS will become the best partner for corporate management rather than being merely a subcontractor.
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Global Affiliates of Dongwon

Strategic Forerunner for Global
Seafood Can Market Development

S.C. ASA, located in Dakar, Senegal in Africa, specializes in processed
tuna products and is capable of processing and producing 50,000 tons of
tuna a year. S.C.ASA was formerly called SNCDS, which was the first
processed tuna manufacturer operated as a state owned enterprise until
making a new start as an affiliate of Dongwon Group in 2012. S.C.ASA is
playing the role as the bridgehead for pioneering business in European,
North African, and Middle Eastern markets.

Vietnam’s No.1 Packing Materials Company
Dongwon sees the map of the world upside down.
In the map placed upside down, the Korean peninsula takes the Eurasian Continent as the springboard and stretching out
into the Pacific Ocean.
With this change of concept, passion, challenging spirit, and creativity, Dongwon is bringing the taste, lifestyle and
technology of Korea to the world market.

World’s Largest No. 1 American
Tuna Brand

Better known for its character, “Charlie”, StarKist of the USA
is the world’s top tuna brand with a 75-year tradition and the
largest share in the US processed tuna market above 40%.
StarKist is an iconic brand for tuna in the USA like Dongwon
is in Korea, and it has been operating with Dongwon Group,
the global corporation, as an affiliate since 2008. From then
on, StarKist has been continuing quantitative and qualitative
growth while displaying excellent performance each year
through the innovation of production technology and
management efficiency.

TTP is Vietnam’s largest packaging company and its staple product is the
flexible packing materials.
The company has great technological strength and its customers include
many large corporations.
MVP is a company acquired in 2014 from Masan Group, Vietnam’s largest
food conglomerate, and it manufactures and sells flexible packing
materials, PET bottles, and CAPs.
We are primarily targeting the expansion of the domestic consumption
market in Vietnam based on the excellent cost competitiveness of TTP
and MVP.
With these two companies, we will achieve stable growth in the
Vietnamese market and set up an advance base to enter the Southeast
Asian market and the overseas market to expand exports as its fullest.

Base for Entering Americas and Pacific Packing Materials Markets

TALOFA SYSTEMS is located in American Samoa and is supplying high-quality can packing materials to STARKIST, the No. 1

processed tuna supplier in America, for packing tuna cans. We will set up another advance base to enter the overseas market

through TALOFA SYSTEMS, and we will fully engage in entering the markets in the Americas and Pacific areas.
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Share
The new values for better life!
Adding wings to the dreams of children.

New Value for Sharing Life

Treating wounds and healing it with love.
Dongwon’s new values add warmth to life.
Through Dongwon, the world becomes a family through sharing.
Share the life filled with touching moments through Dongwon!

New Experience Creator

Dongwon is shining the light of hope on the youth of Korea

Giving hope to the future leaders of the nation

Children are Our Future

Starting from the Center of Social Sciences in Seoul National University in 1980, Dongwon has been continuously funding major
universities and research institutes of Korea such as Korea University, Yonsei University, Chonnam National University, Hankook
University of Foreign Studies, Pukyong National University, and the National Fisheries Research & Development Institute.
Furthermore, Dongwon made donations for the construction of the Dongwon Dormitory of Seoul National University in 1996, the
establishments of Dongwon Academic Research Foundation of Pukyong National University, Dongwon Scholarship Foundation of
Chonnam National University in 2005, Dongwon Group Leadership Scholarship Foundation of Hankook University of Foreign Studies,
Global Leadership Center of Korea University in 2007, Jangbogo Hall of Pukyong National University in 2010, and the scholarship for
Chosun University in 2013. Also, Dongwon has been continuously providing educational equipment and materials.

Dongwon has been operating the Dongwon Education Foundation since 1979. Since establishment, the foundation has been providing
scholarships to approximately 6,000 students and has been supporting academic research and scientific technology projects of major
universities and research institutes of Korea. Dongwon regards providing talented people with the environment to deeply engage in their
studies in their youth and sharing the love given by customers with the society as its duty. Dongwon will continue to take the initiative in
supporting young and talented people who will make great achievements in the future.

‘Dongwon Chaekggureogi’, a children’s book support program of Dongwon Education Foundation that started in May 2007, is the book
reading campaign for mothers and children designed by the foundation to prepare for the development of talent through the balanced
development of IQ, EQ, and CQ. Through this campaign, Dongwon sent over 1,000,000 story books to households with 6-year-old or
younger children. Households can choose and apply for the books among the recommended books and Dongwon sends 12 books per
year to each household.

Research Fund, Educational Development Fund, Educational Institute Support Project

Total Education Program Representing Korea

Since 2017, Dongwon Group has been promoting 'Jayang Life Academy', a total education program for college and university students.
The Jayang Life Academy nurtures sound intellectual people cultivated in both knowledge and character through various educational programs
such as reading, discussion, field trips, and lectures by prominent scholars, business people, and artists, as well as volunteer activities.
Dongwon Group also supports life academy at prestigious universities of Korea such as Yonsei University and Pukyong National University.

Education is Hope

Scholarship Program

Dongwon established the Dongwon Education Foundation in 1979 and has been providing opportunities to students who have the potential
in the hope to make them servant-leaders of the 21st century. The foundation is providing scholarships to approximately 6,000 students
including students with excellent talent, middle and high school scholarship students, university scholarship students, and students studying
aboard.
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Cradle for Fostering Global Leaders and Life-long Education

Dongwon Leaders Academy is the home of talented people who overcome the ever intensifying competitive environment inside and
outside the country, and it is the cradle of industrial training that fosters individual creativity and passion, and servant leaders. Also, it
is a renowned educational institute that becomes a great strategic business partner of the company through the comfortable and
pleasant environment, kind service, and advanced operating system.

Network of New Experience

The financial group spun off from Dongwon Group,
aiming to become the best financial group in Asia,

Korea Investment Holdings Group
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Leading Financial Group in Asia
Financial investment company representing Korea
Representative of Korea for general assets management
Korea’s first value investment management company
Dongwon Group decisively split Dongwon Group, which belongs to the living and industry field, and Dongwon Financial Group, the finance field,
in January 2005. After the split, Dongwon Financial Group acquired Korea Investment Securities in March 2005 in order to take a lead role in the
financial market by coping with the rapidly changing paradigm. Also, it acquired Dongwon Securities and Korea Investment Securities in June
2005 and changed the name to Korea Investment Holdings Company and has been providing financial services ranging from securities to asset
management, as well as investment. Korea Investment Holdings Company, comprised of seven affiliates, will become one of the world’s best
financial groups with comprehensive financial services beyond stocks and securities.

The bank with a solid foundation
The true companion of the Korean venture industry
Specialized in secured corporate lending
Same but different bank, Kakao Bank
First alternative investment company based on domestic capital

The Past 50 Years of Dongwon Pioneered New Values
Dongwon Group has continuously pioneered new paths and challenged new opportunities.
Dongwon Group will always be your lifelong partner as a company that leads lifestyles and cultures
by bringing new values to life.

Establishment (1969 ~ 1979)

Growth (1980 ~ 1989)

Developed base for business through the primary industry
of fisheries and sought diversification 10th Anniversary – 1979,
Established educational foundation

Development of group’s foundation by expanding food business
and entering the financial sector 20th Anniversary – 1989,
Initial Public Offering (IPO) of Dongwon Industries

The leader of lifestyle and culture in the 21st century, Dongwon, is always near you.
Dongwon is providing new values to enhance the quality of every aspect of your life in and is also looking
outward, suggesting advanced standards for living all around the world.
Meet the new values brought by Dongwon in your life, wherever you are.

DONGWON ENTERPRISE CO.,LTD.
www.dongwon.com
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-3963 / FAX: 822-589-3022

DONGWON INDUSTRIES CO.,LTD.
www.dwml.co.kr
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-3134 / FAX: 822-589-3775

Busan Branch Office
5th floor Dongwon B/D,
70, Jungang-daero, Jung-gu, Busan, Korea
TEL: 8251-600-3300 / FAX: 8251-600-3377

Pohnpei Office
A&P WAREHOUSE COMPOUND
DOLONIER, NETT POHNPEI FSM 96941 P.O.BOX 2311
TEL: 691-320-1212 / FAX: 691-320-1733

1988

Release of Yangban
Dried Seaweed

1982

Release of Korea’s
First Canned Tuna

1979

1975

1969

5,000t Class “Dongsan”
Changing Dongwon’s Status

1986

April 16: Established
with 3 Employees

1988 Entered Frozen
Food Market
1989 Fish Cake
1992 Porridge, Canned Ham
1995 Kimchi
1996 Refrigerated Ham,
Mineral Water
1997 Beverages
Established Dongwon
Educational Foundation

Acquired Daesin Securities
(Currently, Korea Investment
& Securities)

Primary Take-off (1990 ~ 2006)

Secondary Take-off (2007 ~ )

Expanded through diversification into primary, secondary,
and tertiary industries Construction of company building
and promoted management innovation
* Official establishment of Dongwon Group in 1996

Rapid growth through aggressive investment including M&A

Acquired Samjo Cell
Tech TSQ

Dongwon Japan Co., Ltd.
10F Yotsuya Orchid Building, 23-3, Daikyo-cho, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo, 160-0015, JAPAN
TEL: 070-7500-5389 / FAX: 81-813-3358-8401

DW Global, Inc West Coast Office
5801 S. Malt Ave. City of Commerce, Los Angeles, CA 90040, USA
TEL: 1-323-728-4762 / FAX: 1-323-728-4761

DONGWON CS CO.,LTD.

www.dongyeongcold.co.kr
147, Wonyang-ro, Seo-gu, Busan, Korea
TEL: 8251-600-1919 / FAX: 8251-600-1991

DONGWON FARMS CO.,LTD.

www.dongwonfarms.com
1281, Dongan-ro, Gayagok-myeon, Nonsan-si,
Chungcheongnam-do, Korea
TEL: 8241-741-8920 / FAX: 8241-741-8912

DONGWON CNS CO., LTD.

www.dwhrd.co.kr
5th Floor Taeam B/D, 277-1 71, Nonhyeon-ro,
Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-3001 / FAX: 822-589-4070

DONGWON EDUCATION FOUNDATION

www.dwel.or.kr
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-3300 / FAX: 822-589-3838

DONGWON LEADERS ACADEMY

www.dwleadersacademy.co.kr
199, Eoseok-ro 48beon-gil, Janghowon-eup, Icheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do, Korea
TEL: 8231-643-3600 / FAX: 8231-643-3620

STARKIST

DONGWON SYSTEMS CO.,LTD.

Quai de Peche Mole10 Dakar (Senegal)
TEL: 33-822-53-51 / FAX: 33-822-53-52

DONGWON CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES CO.,LTD.

P.O Box 6974 Pago Pago Tutuila Island American
Samoa 96799
TEL: 1-684-644-2054 / FAX: 1-684-644-2315

Acquired
Dongbu Express

www.dongwonci.co.kr
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-4900 / FAX: 822-589-4744
www.dongwonwine.co.kr
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-3354 / FAX: 822-589-3654

Acquired
Doosan Feed
and Livestock

www.techpacksol.com
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-4115 / FAX: 822-589-4065

www.starkist.com
225 North Shore Drive, Suite 400 Pittsburgh, PA 15212
TEL: 412-323-7400 / FAX: 412-222-4123

www.dongbuexpress.com
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-6363-2600 / FAX: 822-6363-2720

October 29 Kumchon
merged with Dongwon
and incorporated as
affiliate
Acquired Vietnamese
packing materials
company, TTP/MVP

TECHPACK SOLUTIONS INC.

DONGBU EXPRESS CO.,LTD.

2016

2015

2008

2012
Acquired
Daehan Eunbakji

2014

Acquired Hanjin P&C
Acquired Techpack Solution
Acquired TALOFA Systems

Acquired Starkist

2007

2000

1993

www.dongwonfnb.com
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-3000 / FAX: 822-589-3291

www.dongwonsystems.co.kr
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-4700 / FAX: 822-589-4966

2000 Spin-off of Dongwon F&B
2001 Established holdings company
2003 Financial holdings company
Spin-off of Dongwon Financial Holdings
2005 Acquired DM Food
2006 Acquired Haitai Dairy Products

Constructed New Building

DONGWON F&B CO.,LTD.

DONGWON F&B(SHANGHAI)CO.,LTD
Room 2406, Block a NO.319, xianxia road shanghai, China
TEL: 86-21-6278-0931 / FAX: 86-21-6278-0932

2017

First Ship of Dongwon
Industries, “31 Dongwon”

Seychelles Office
Hunt, Deltel & Co. Ltd P. O. Box 14,
Trinity House Victoria, Mahe, Seychelles
TEL: 248 281-2288 / FAX: 248 422-4229

Dongwon Home Food Wei Hai China Factory
NO.1 building of Hengke jinggong industrial park，
Bihai road West，Hexing Road South，Chucun town，Gaoqu district，
Weihai，Shandong，China
TEL: 86-631-570-7757 / FAX: 86-631-566-0757

DONGWON WINEPLUS CO.,LTD.

DONGWON HOME FOOD CO.,LTD.
www.dwhf.co.kr
68, Mabang-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea
TEL: 822-589-6200 / FAX: 822-589-6099

S.C.A SA

TALOFA SYSTEMS
TTP

www.tapack.com
Lol 114-5-10-11, Group 4, Tan Binh Industrial Zone St. 13,
Tay Thanh Ward, Tan Phu District, Ho Chi MinhCity, Vlet Nam
TEL: 84-8-38-160-770(Ext:433) / FAX: 84-8-38-160-888

MVP

Lol 111-12, St.1, Group 3, Tan Binh Industrial Zone,
Tay Thanh Ward, Tan Phu District,
Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam.
TEL: 84-8-38-155-211 / FAX: 84-8-38-150-979

DW180101

